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'The expert's expert. Simplicity is the key with this
technique.' The Times 'Do you guys know about
Headspace...? It's kind of genuis.' Emma Watson The
best start for your baby begins with your mind Widely
acknowledged as one of the world's foremost experts on
mindfulness, Andy Puddicombe, co - founder of
Headspace, is your friendly guide in this wonderful new
approach to pregnancy, birth and new parenthood.
Whether you are trying for a baby, are mid-term, or have
already arrived home with your new baby, this practical
and reassuring guide will teach you and your partner
how to calmly navigate the anxieties and demands of this
epic adventure. With helpful exercises for both mother to
be and her partner, Andy shows how to live mindfully
and get the most from pregnancy and the early days of
parenthood. The Headspace Guide To...A Mindful
Pregnancy provides you with tools to live mindfully
during this rare and precious opportunity to nurture a
healthy happy mind. Imagine creating the most peaceful
environment possible for your child and this book will
show you how.
'If you're thinking about trying mindfulness, this is the
perfect introduction....I'm grateful to Andy for helping me
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'It's kind of genius' EMMA
WATSON Feeling stressed about
Christmas/Brexit/everthing? Try this... Demystifying
meditation for the modern world: an accessible and
practical route to improved health, happiness and well
being, in as little as 10 minutes. Andy Puddicombe,
founder of the celebrated Headspace, is on a mission: to
get people to take 10 minutes out of their day to sit in the
now. Here he shares his simple to learn, but highly
effective techniques of meditation. * Rest an anxious,
busy mind * Find greater ease when faced with difficult
emotions, thoughts, circumstances * Improve focus and
concentration * Sleep better * Achieve new levels of calm
and fulfilment. The benefits of mindfulness and
meditation are well documented and here Andy brings
this ancient practice into the modern world, tailor made
for the most time starved among us. First published as
Get Some Headspace, this reissue shows you how just
10 minutes of mediation per day can bring about life
changing results.
Formally The Headspace Diet, this book is designed to
show you how to find your ideal weight in an easy,
manageable and mindful way. It allows you to escape
the endless diet trap by following simple yet potentially
life-changing exercises in order to develop new effective
habits and a much improved relationship with food and
your body. The Headspace mission is to get as many
people taking just 10 minutes out of their day to practise
these powerful mindfulness techniques. Mindful eating is
a key aspect of mindfulness and as you start to practise
it you will notice profound results, both in terms of your
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but also
your
overall
health
and well being. Have
you tried every diet going only to see the weight creep
back on again? Do you feel guilty and anxious about
eating certain foods? Or find yourself unable to resist
that extra helping even if you're not actually that hungry?
Are you unhappy with your body and how it looks and
feels? Now is the time to stop what you're doing and try
a different, healthy and brilliantly effective approach...
This book teaches the basics of recording, editing,
mixing, and processing audio and MIDI using Ableton
Live Software. It also provides plenty of power tips to
take you beyond the basics and unleash the true power
of using Live as a creative tool.
Quiet the mind, feel less stressed, less tired, and achieve
a new level of calm and fulfillment in just ten minutes a
day Andy Puddicombe, a former Buddhist monk, the
Voice of Headspace, and the UK’s foremost
mindfulness expert, is on a mission: to get people to take
10 minutes out of their day to sit in the here and now.
Like his readers and students, Andy began his own
meditation practice as a normal, busy person with
everyday concerns, and he has since designed a
program of mindfulness and guided meditation that fits
neatly into a jam-packed daily routine—proving that just
10 minutes a day can make a world of difference.
Accessible and portable, The Headspace Guide to
Meditation and Mindfulness offers simple but powerful
meditation techniques that positively impact every area
of physical and mental health: from productivity and
focus, to stress and anxiety relief, sleep, weight-loss,
personal relationships...the benefits are limitless. The
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stress. Andy brings this
ancient practice into the modern world, tailor made for
the most time starved among us. Switch off after work *
Fall asleep at night * Feel less anxious, sad, or angry *
Control your cravings * Find a healthy weight
Korean edition of [The Headspace Guide to Meditation
and Mindfulness] by Andy Puddicombe. Andy
Puddicombe, a former Buddhist monk, the Voice of
Headspace, and the UK's foremost mindfulness expert,
is on a mission: to get people to take 10 minutes out of
their day to sit in the here and now. Quiet the mind, feel
less stressed, less tired, and achieve a new level of calm
and fulfillment in just ten minutes a day. Korean edition
translated by An Jin Hwan.
"In the beginner’s mind there are many possibilities, but
in the expert’s there are few." So begins this most
beloved of all American Zen books. Seldom has such a
small handful of words provided a teaching as rich as
has this famous opening line. In a single stroke, the
simple sentence cuts through the pervasive tendency
students have of getting so close to Zen as to completely
miss what it’s all about. An instant teaching on the first
page. And that’s just the beginning. In the forty years
since its original publication, Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind
has become one of the great modern Zen classics, much
beloved, much reread, and much recommended as the
best first book to read on Zen. Suzuki Roshi presents the
basics—from the details of posture and breathing in
zazen to the perception of nonduality—in a way that is not
only remarkably clear, but that also resonates with the
joy of insight from the first to the last page. It’s a book to
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as an inspiration to
practice, and it is now available to a new generation of
seekers in this fortieth anniversary edition, with a new
afterword by Shunryu Suzuki’s biographer, David
Chadwick.
"In collaboration with Headspace"--Cover
Cookie Monster learns simple meditation techniques and
plays a fun game to help be more patient--based on the
popular Sesame Street Monster Meditation video on
YouTube made in collaboration with the mindfulness app
Headspace. Sometimes everyone needs to slow down and
take some cleansing belly breaths--even Cookie Monster!
This terrific board book features Cookie Monster learning a
calming game to help pass the time as he waits for his
cookies to finish baking. The game is a fun and simple one
that all young boys and girls can easily play whenever they
need to be patient. This is Book 1 in a series of 6 books, all
inspired by the popular Sesame Street Monster Meditation
videos on YouTube, that will help young girls and boys learn
mindfulness techniques along with their favorite characters.
The videos are made in collaboration with Headspace, the
mindfulness app. Sesame Workshop, the nonprofit
educational organization behind Sesame Street, aims to help
kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder through its many
unique domestic and international initiatives. These projects
cover a wide array of topics for families around the world.
Gerad Kite was a therapist for years before realizing all the
talk and analysis weren't making a lasting difference in the
lives of his patients. So he quit his practice and looked for a
new way to help people feel better. What he discovered is a
different approach to finding a secret, peaceful, and
permanent place inside yourself that you can access at all
times, a path to getting out of your head, to surrender to what
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happy and well. Kite draws on the principles of ancient
Chinese philosophy and his extensive experience helping
people from all walks of life as a relaxation and acupuncture
expert. His ten steps will show you how to tune in to your
natural rhythms, view your emotions from a different
perspective, and finally experience a state of bliss that you
can return to again and again. The secret to feeling at home
in yourself isn't therapy, meditation, silencing your phone,
throwing out your possessions or traveling the world. The
answer is already inside you.
Harris and Warren present a practical guide to meditation that
debunks the myths, misconceptions, and self-deceptions that
make many people reluctant to try it. They suggest a range of
meditation practices that may lower your blood pressure,
mitigate depression and anxiety, and literally rewire key parts
of your brain.
In this New York Times bestseller, you will discover how the
calmness of Zen masters can help you stop time, refuel, and
focus on the things that really matter. Our world is an
overwhelming place. Each day’s commitments to career and
family take everything we’ve got, and we struggle to focus on
our health, relationships, and purpose in life. Technology
brings endless information to our fingertips, but the one thing
we really want—a sense of satisfaction and
contentment—remains out of reach. Pedram Shojai is here to
change all of that. With practice, you can stop time, refuel,
and focus on the things that really matter, even among the
chaos that constantly surrounds us. His no-nonsense life
mastery program brings together clear tools to elevate your
existence. He guides you in learning to honor the body and
mind, discharge stuck energy, and shake free from toxicity
and excess stress. The world needs you to step up and live
your life to the fullest. Pedram Shojai is the Urban Monk who
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infinity, find peace and
prosperity, and thrive.
Master 10 meditation techniques in 10 days with the step- bystep method in Practical Meditation for Beginners. The key to
building a solid meditation practice is in the practice itself.
From Zen and Vipassana to walking meditations and body
scans, the simple practices outlined in Practical Meditation for
Beginners make it easy to build an ongoing meditation routine
that is best for you. Written by experienced meditation
teacher Benjamin Decker, Practical Meditation for Beginners
offers a clear 10-day program for learning 10 different
meditation techniques--one for each day of the program.
Newcomers and experienced meditators alike will enjoy the
ease and variety presented in Practical Meditation for
Beginners. In the pages of Practical Meditation for Beginners
you'll find: Logical chapter organization that sets a daily
structure for building your meditation skill set Step-by-step
instructions to help you fully engage in each of the 10
techniques Thoughtful writing prompts for recording daily
insights in your Meditation Notebook Accessible and effective,
Practical Meditation for Beginners is a true how-to guide that
will empower you to meditate with confidence right away.
Do you: Have trouble paying attention and staying on task?
Suffer from disorganization, procrastination, or forgetfulness?
Have difficulty with restlessness or trouble managing strong
feelings such as anger and frustration? Struggle with selfdoubt and difficulty following through? In a way that causes
problems in your relationships or your work? If so, you may
have Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)—like an
estimated 8 million adults in this country. Physicianresearcher Dr. Lidia Zylowska has created an 8-step program
for using mindfulness practice (attention and awareness
training) to overcome the symptoms of ADHD. The program
includes practices such as sitting meditation, body
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and listening, development of
self-acceptance, mindful self-coaching, cultivation of a
balanced view of thoughts and emotions, and more. Dr.
Zylowska educates readers about ADHD, helping them to
understand how their ADHD brain works and how they can
use mindful awareness to work with their challenges. She
also explains how the mindful approach can be combined
with other treatments, including medications, to boost selfimprovement. This book is accompanied by an audio program
of guided mindfulness exercises for successfully managing
ADHD. The introduction to the book, titled "Dear Reader,"
includes a link to the free downloadable audio files.
In an irresistible invitation to lighten up, look around, and live
an unscripted life, a master of the art of improvisation
explains how to adopt the attitudes and techniques used by
generations of musicians and actors. Let’s face it: Life is
something we all make up as we go along. No matter how
carefully we formulate a “script,” it is bound to change when
we interact with people with scripts of their own. Improv
Wisdom shows how to apply the maxims of improvisational
theater to real-life challenges—whether it’s dealing with a
demanding boss, a tired child, or one of life’s never-ending
surprises. Patricia Madson distills thirty years of experience
into thirteen simple strategies, including “Say Yes,” “Start
Anywhere,” “Face the Facts,” and “Make Mistakes, Please,”
helping readers to loosen up, think on their feet, and take on
everything life has to offer with skill, chutzpah, and a sense of
humor.
Mindfulness is growing in popularity as a technique which
teaches us to appreciate our life. This Practical Guide
explores how to listen to your body to reduce stress and
anxiety in all areas of your life; how to focus better at work by
becoming more aware of what is happening in the present,
and how to enjoy life more by bringing mindfulness into
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“Emily Oster is the non-judgmental girlfriend holding
our hand and guiding us through pregnancy and
motherhood. She has done the work to get us the
hard facts in a soft, understandable way.” —Amy
Schumer *Fully Revised and Updated for 2021*
What to Expect When You're Expecting meets
Freakonomics: an award-winning economist
disproves standard recommendations about
pregnancy to empower women while they're
expecting. From the author of Cribsheet and The
Family Firm, a data-driven decision making guide to
the early years of parenting
Pregnancy—unquestionably one of the most profound, meaningful experiences of adulthood—can
reduce otherwise intelligent women to, well, babies.
Pregnant women are told to avoid cold cuts, sushi,
alcohol, and coffee without ever being told why these
are forbidden. Rules for prenatal testing are similarly
unexplained. Moms-to-be desperately want a
resource that empowers them to make their own
right choices. When award-winning economist Emily
Oster was a mom-to-be herself, she evaluated the
data behind the accepted rules of pregnancy, and
discovered that most are often misguided and some
are just flat-out wrong. Debunking myths and
explaining everything from the real effects of caffeine
to the surprising dangers of gardening, Expecting
Better is the book for every pregnant woman who
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wants to enjoy a healthy and relaxed pregnancy—and
the occasional glass of wine.
Stress is endemic in our culture. We live in a speedy,
pressurized world, and there's often little time to
really experience and enjoy our lives. Rather than
constantly trying to keep up, perhaps it's time for us
to stop and pay attention, to our bodies, minds, and
the world. For thousands of years Eastern traditions
have taught meditation to help people lead healthier,
happier lives. Now, scientific research is confirming
that mindfulness can help us all improve our mental
and physical well-being. Written by Dr. Jonty
Heaveresdge and Ed Halliwell, The Mindful
Manifesto integrates the latest scientific and medical
research on mindfulness with meditation’s historical
context. We will see how mindfulness can:• treat
mental health problems such as depression and
anxiety• help us cope with the busyness of everyday
life• improve our physical health and manage
chronic illness• help us let go of unwanted behaviors
and improve how we function in our relationships
and jobs. And why stop there? With examples of
how the mindfulness movement is already well
underway, we see that encouraging governments
and other powerful institutions to take a mindful
approach could make a massive difference to the
health and happiness of the whole world.
A revolutionary reexamination of trauma’s role in the
life journey, opening the door to growth and healing
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Trauma does not just happen to a few unlucky
people; it is the bedrock of our psychology. Death
and illness touch us all, but even the everyday
sufferings of loneliness and fear are traumatic. In
The Trauma of Everyday Life renowned psychiatrist
and author of Thoughts Without a Thinker Mark
Epstein uncovers the transformational potential of
trauma, revealing how it can be used for the mind’s
own development. Western psychology teaches that
if we understand the cause of trauma, we might
move past it while many drawn to Eastern practices
see meditation as a means of rising above, or
distancing themselves from, their most difficult
emotions. Both, Epstein argues, fail to recognize that
trauma is an indivisible part of life and can be used
as a lever for growth and an ever deeper
understanding of change. When we regard trauma
with this perspective, understanding that suffering is
universal and without logic, our pain connects us to
the world on a more fundamental level. The way out
of pain is through it. Epstein’s discovery begins in
his analysis of the life of Buddha, looking to how the
death of his mother informed his path and teachings.
The Buddha’s spiritual journey can be read as an
expression of primitive agony grounded in childhood
trauma. Yet the Buddha’s story is only one of many
in The Trauma of Everyday Life. Here, Epstein looks
to his own experience, that of his patients, and of the
many fellow sojourners and teachers he encounters
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as a psychiatrist and Buddhist. They are alike only in
that they share in trauma, large and small, as all of
us do. Epstein finds throughout that trauma, if it
doesn’t destroy us, wakes us up to both our minds’
own capacity and to the suffering of others. It makes
us more human, caring, and wise. It can be our
greatest teacher, our freedom itself, and it is
available to all of us. Check out Epstein's latest
book, Advice Not Given: A Guide to Getting Over
Yourself.
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality
without religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York
Times bestseller is a guide to meditation as a
rational practice informed by neuroscience and
psychology. From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and
author of numerous New York Times bestselling
books, Waking Up is for the twenty percent of
Americans who follow no religion but who suspect
that important truths can be found in the experiences
of such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu,
Rumi, and the other saints and sages of history.
Throughout this book, Harris argues that there is
more to understanding reality than science and
secular culture generally allow, and that how we pay
attention to the present moment largely determines
the quality of our lives. Waking Up is part memoir
and part exploration of the scientific underpinnings of
spirituality. No other book marries contemplative
wisdom and modern science in this way, and no
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author other than Sam Harris—a scientist,
philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.
"Everyone should read this. Mindfulness is such a
great way to live life to the full." - Amazon Customer
"The greatest 'little book' ever! Take my advice, buy
it now and you will wonder how you ever managed
without it!" - Amazon Customer "Patrizia Collard's
depth of experience as a teacher and practitioner
shines through. I love this little book!" - Amazon
Customer "Great book to pick up if you just have a
few minutes a day." - Amazon Customer "I carry it
with me everywhere. Lovely little calming book." Amazon Customer "Delightful little book." - Amazon
Customer Mindfulness is the easy way to gently let
go of stress and be in the moment. It has fast
become the slow way to manage the modern world without chanting mantras or setting aside hours of
time for meditation. Dr Patrizia Collard will show you
how to bring simple 5- and 10-minute practices into
your day in order to free yourself from stress and,
ultimately, find more peace in your life. This
beautifully illustrated book will set you and your
family on the road of mindfulness so you can lead a
more mindful, peaceful and relaxed life. Find longlasting happiness with The Little Book of
Mindfulness! CONTENTS: 1. Being in the Now 2.
Accept and Respond 3. Making Your Mind Up 4.
Simply Be 5. Mindful Eating 6. Gratitude and
Compassion 7. Everyday Mindfulness
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What is there in developmental relationships beyond
setting and striving to achieve goals? The presence
of goals in coaching and mentoring programs has
gone largely unquestioned, yet evidence is growing
that the standard prescription of SMART, challenging
goals is not always appropriate - and even
potentially dangerous - in the context of a complex
and rapidly changing world. Beyond Goals advances
standard goal-setting theory by bringing together
cutting-edge perspectives from leaders in coaching
and mentoring. From psychology to neuroscience,
from chaos theory to social network theory, the
contributors offer diverse and compelling insights
into both the advantages and limitations of goal
pursuit. The result is a more nuanced understanding
of goals, with the possibility for practitioners to bring
greater impact and sophistication to their client
engagements. The implications of this reassessment
are substantial for all those practicing as coaches
and mentors, or managing coaching or mentoring
initiatives in organizations.
'The expert's expert. Simplicity is the key with this
technique.' The Times 'Do you guys know about
Headspace...' It's kind of genuis.' Emma Watson The
best start for your baby begins with your mind Widely
acknowledged as one of the world's foremost
experts on mindfulness, Andy Puddicombe, co founder of Headspace, is your friendly guide in this
wonderful new approach to pregnancy, birth and
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new parenthood. Whether you are trying for a baby,
are mid-term, or have already arrived home with
your new baby, this practical and reassuring guide
will teach you and your partner how to calmly
navigate the anxieties and demands of this epic
adventure. With helpful exercises for both mother to
be and her partner, Andy shows how to live mindfully
and get the most from pregnancy and the early days
of parenthood. The Headspace Guide To...A Mindful
Pregnancy provides you with tools to live mindfully
during this rare and precious opportunity to nurture a
healthy happy mind. Imagine creating the most
peaceful environment possible for your child and this
book will show you how.
The life-changing international bestseller reveals a
set of simple yet powerful mindfulness practices that
you can incorporate into daily life to help break the
cycle of anxiety, stress, unhappiness, and
exhaustion. Mindfulness promotes the kind of
happiness and peace that gets into your bones. It
seeps into everything you do and helps you meet the
worst that life throws at you with new courage.
Based on Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy
(MBCT), the book revolves around a straightforward
form of mindfulness meditation which takes just a
few minutes a day for the full benefits to be revealed.
MBCT has been clinically proven to be at least as
effective as drugs for depression and is widely
recommended by US physicians and the UK's
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National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence—in other words, it works. More
importantly it also works for people who are not
depressed but who are struggling to keep up with the
constant demands of the modern world. MBCT was
developed by the book's author, Oxford professor
Mark Williams, and his colleagues at the Universities
of Cambridge and Toronto. By investing just 10 to 20
minutes each day, you can learn the simple
mindfulness meditations at the heart of MBCT and
fully reap their benefits. The book includes links to
audio meditations to help guide you through the
process. You'll be surprised by how quickly these
techniques will have you enjoying life again.
The time-honored national bestseller, updated with a
new afterword, celebrating 10 years of influencing the
way we live. When Wherever You Go, There You Are
was first published in 1994, no one could have predicted
that the book would launch itself onto bestseller lists
nationwide and sell over 750,000 copies to date. Ten
years later, the book continues to change lives. In honor
of the book's 10th anniversary, Hyperion is proud to be
releasing the book with a new afterword by the author,
and to share this wonderful book with an even larger
audience.
Although mostly unseen by us, moths are everywhere.
And their capacity to delight astounds. Inspired by a
revelatory encounter with a Poplar Hawk-moth – a huge,
velvety-winged wonder wrapped in silver – James Lowen
embarks on a year-long quest to celebrate the joy of
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moths. By hiking up
mountains, wading through marshes and roaming by
night amid ancient woodlands, James follows the trails of
both Victorian collectors and present-day
conservationists. Seeking to understand why they and
many ordinary folk love what the general public purports
to hate, his investigations reveal a heady world of
criminality and controversy, derring-do and
determination. From Cornwall to the Cairngorms, James
explores British landscapes to coax these muchmaligned creatures out from the cover of darkness and
into the light. Moths are revealed to be attractive,
astonishing and approachable; capable of migratory
feats and camouflage mastery, moths have much to tell
us on the state of the nation's wild and not-so-wild
habitats. As a counterweight to his travels, James and
his young daughter track the seasons through a
kaleidoscope of moth species living innocently yet
covertly in their suburban garden. Without even leaving
home, they bond over a shared joy in the uncommon
beauty of common creatures, for perhaps the greatest
virtue of moths, we learn, is their accessibility. Moths
may be everywhere, but above all, they are here. Quite
unexpectedly, no animals may be better placed to inspire
the environmentalists of the future.
THE LIFE-CHANGING BESTSELLER - OVER 1.5
MILLION COPIES SOLD 'A deeply compassionate guide
to self-care - simple and profound' Sir Kenneth Branagh
'If you want to free yourself from anxiety and stress, and
feel truly at ease with yourself, then read this book' Ruby
Wax Authoritative, beautifully written and much-loved by
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its readers,
A practical
guide to finding
peace in a frantic world has become a word-of-mouth
bestseller and global phenomenon. It reveals a set of
simple yet powerful practices that you can incorporate
into daily life to break the cycle of anxiety, stress
unhappiness and exhaustion. It promotes the kind of
happiness that gets into your bones and allows you to
meet the worst that life throws at you with new courage.
Mindfulness is based on mindfulness-based cognitive
therapy (MBCT). Co-developed by Professor Mark
Williams of Oxford University, MBCT is recommended by
the UK's National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence and is as effective as drugs for preventing
depression. But, equally, it works for the rest of us who
aren't depressed but who are struggling to keep up with
the relentless demands of the modern world. By
investing just a few minutes each day, this classic guide
to mindfulness will put you back in control of your life
once again.
How Mindfulness Can Change Your Life in Ten Minutes
a Day: A Guided Meditation. Teaser Bonus! From one of
the world's top mindfulness experts comes the ultimate
tool for clearing out mental clutter and improving every
aspect of your physical and mental health. With this tenminute guided meditation, learn a simple yet powerful
technique that's been tested by time and now adapted to
fit into even the most hectic modern lifestyle. And reap
incredible benefits! Doing this exercise on a daily basis
can help you relieve stress, have stronger relationships,
reduce anxiety, sleep more, find a healthy weight, control
your emotions, be more productive... the list goes on and
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If you enjoy
this
meditation,
don't miss Andy
Puddicombe's book GET SOME HEADSPACE (coming
June 2012), which provides many more techniques and
exercises, as well as the fascinating science behind
mindfulness.
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible
and - above all - effective book on meditation, providing
a nuts-and-bolts stage-based system that helps all levels
of meditators establish and deepen their practice.
Providing step-by-step guidance for every stage of the
meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive guide for a
Western audience combines the wisdom from the
teachings of the Buddha with the latest research in
cognitive psychology and neuroscience. Clear and
friendly, this in-depth practice manual builds on the ninestage model of meditation originally articulated by the
ancient Indian sage Asanga, crystallizing the entire
meditative journey into 10 clearly-defined stages. The
book also introduces a new and fascinating model of
how the mind works, and uses illustrations and charts to
help the reader work through each stage. This manual is
an essential read for the beginner to the seasoned
veteran of meditation.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER 'Steven Laureys' book
opens up exciting perspectives.' – Matthieu Ricard,
Buddhist monk & translator of the Dalai Lama 'Clear,
lively, rigorous and authentic... [The] book we have been
waiting for.' - Dr Ilios Kotsou, mindfulness and wellbeing
expert 'Not reading this book is self-defeating' - Paul
Witteman Rigorously researched and deeply illuminating,
world-leading neurologist Dr Steven Laureys works with
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scientifically
prove the positive
impact meditation has on our brains. Dr Steven Laureys
has conducted ground-breaking research into human
consciousness for more than 20 years. For this
bestselling book, Steven to explores the effect of
meditation on the brain. He uses hard science to explain
the benefits of a practice that was once thought of as
purely spiritual. The result is a highly accessible,
scientifically questioning guide to meditation, designed to
open the practice to a broader audience. A mix of
fascinating science, inspiring anecdote and practical
exercises, this accessible book offers scientific evidence
that meditation can have a positive impact on all our
lives.
One of the best available introductions to the wisdom
and beauty of meditation practice. --New Age Journal In
this beautiful and lucid guide, Zen master Thich Nhat
Hanh offers gentle anecdotes and practical exercise as a
means of learning the skills of mindfulness--being awake
and fully aware. From washing the dishes to answering
the phone to peeling an orange, he reminds us that each
moment holds within it an opportunity to work toward
greater self-understanding and peacefulness.
Mindfulness is the simple and powerful practice of
training your attention. It's simple in that it's just about
paying attention to what's happening here and now, and
powerful because it can keep you from getting lost in
thoughts about the future or past, which often generate
more stress on top of the real pressures of everyday life.
While learning to live in the moment, the joyful
mindfulness exercises, meditations, coloring pages, and
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habit-breakers
in this
beautifully
designed and illustrated
book will challenge your powers of observation,
investigation, and cultivation while bringing new
awareness to your senses, thoughts, and emotions. I Am
Here Now inspires readers to explore the world with
greater curiosity and find moments of mindfulness in
everyday life, while unleashing your creativity along the
way.

It's easy to disconnect when life moves fast.
Practicing Mindfulness offers effective exercises and
meditations to live every moment of your daily
routine, in the moment. From finding your breath to
feeling grounded, these practice-based exercises
make integrating mindfulness into your routine easy.
With over 75 essential meditations--that take
between 5-20 minutes from start to finish--Practicing
Mindfulness is an approachable way to apply
mindfulness in your day-to-day life. Reduce stress,
improve mental health, and stay present no matter
what the day holds when you practice mindfulness,
with: Mindfulness 101 that provides clear
explanations of what mindfulness is, along with why
and how it helps in your day-to-day life 75
mindfulness exercises that are organized by difficulty
to help develop your practice Practical advice for
overcoming obstacles to your mindfulness practice
like how to deal with distracting noises or fight off
sleepiness Today and every day, mindfulness takes
practice. Practicing Mindfulness offers effective,
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modern meditations and exercises to start practicing
everyday mindfulness, today.
From the bestselling author of HAPPY and the
HAPPY PLACE PODCAST THE FOLLOW UP TO
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER, HAPPY:
FINDING JOY IN EVERY DAY AND LETTING GO
OF PERFECT 'Calm for me is less about thought
and much more about feeling. It is a stillness that
allows my lungs to expand like hot air balloons. It is
an acceptance of the noise around me. It is a magic
alchemy that might last a second or a whole day,
where I feel relaxed yet aware; still yet dynamic;
open yet protected . . . ' *** In today's always-on
world, for many of us it seems impossible to relax,
take time out or mute the encircling 'noise'. It is easy
to feel trapped in this frenzied state of mind: we are
surrounded by negative stories in the press, weighed
down by pressures from work, family life or school
and subject to constant scrutiny under the all-seeing
eye of social media. As a result, mental health
illnesses are on the rise in every age group, and
more of us than ever before yearn for silence, peace
and calm. CALM is Fearne's mission to find the
simple things that can inch us away from stress and
over to the good stuff. Including expert advice,
conversations with wise friends from all walks of life,
easy ideas to try, activities to complete - and the little
things that have made a difference to her own,
sometimes-bumpy life - this book is a friendly
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reminder that Calm is a place that exists in us all, we
just have to find our way back to it.
Enjoy a natural, positive, stress-free pregnancy.
Trimester by trimester, this beautiful book gives you
safe yoga, meditation, natural remedies, nutrition,
and hypnobirthing techniques to match your stage of
pregnancy. Encouraging, practical advice from
midwife and positive birth expert, Tracy Donegan,
will help you to understand your body, relish your
pregnancy, and bond with your growing baby.
Troubleshoot pregnancy aches and pains with
appropriate exercises, quell morning sickness with
natural remedies and food, bond with your baby
through meditation and movement, and prepare your
body and mind safely and healthily for childbirth
using strengthening exercises and hypnobirthing
techniques. Feel empowered to nurture and give
birth to your baby with strength and confidence, and
embrace your life as a new mum. "A must-read for
all parents who want to create a healthier, more
joyful, more peaceful world." - Deepak Chopra, MD
The first book in the Mindfulness Essentials Series
by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh, How to Sit offers
clear, simple directions and inspiration for anyone
wanting to explore mindfulness meditation. In short,
single-paragraph chapters, Nhat Hanh shares
detailed instructions, guided breathing exercises and
visualizations, as well as his own personal stories
and insights. This pocket-sized book is perfect for
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those brand new to sitting meditation as well as for
those looking to deepen their spiritual practice. With
sumi ink drawings by Jason DeAntonis.
If you're thinking about buying this book, it's probably
because it feels like something's missing in your
career. Guess what? It could be YOU. Whether
you're living for the weekends or counting the
minutes until 5 pm every day, life is too short to wish
it away because you feel stuck in your job. The good
news is that you have the power to stop living on
autopilot and turn your career around. "Follow your
passion," "find your purpose," and "do what you
love" have joined the parade of bland directives that
aren't doing much to actually help you figure out
what you're meant to do with your career. Instead,
they only create more confusion. If all we had to do
is "follow our bliss" . . . why aren't we blissful yet?
The truth is, the best career is not one where you
only do what you love, but one where you honor who
you are. In You Turn, counterterrorism professional
turned career coach Ashley Stahl shares the
strategies she's used to help thousands ditch their
Monday blues, get clarity on what work lights them
up, and devise an action plan to create a career they
love. This book gives readers access to Stahl's
coveted 11-step roadmap that has guided thousands
of coaching clients in 31 countries to self-discovery
and success. Throughout her process, you'll: •
Discover your Core Skillset. Uncover your gifts and
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talents to create an intentional career path that's
fulfilling and aligned with who you are—and what
you're good at. • Understand your "Inner Money
Blueprint." Discover the root of your money mindset,
and how to break free of financial limitation. • Clarify
your Core Interests. Identify the difference between
a passion, gift, and calling so you can get clear on
what's meant to be a hobby-and what's meant to be
a career! • Become your own coach. Walk away with
a unique set of tools for staying true to your best self
in times of stress, frustration, or anxiety. Whether
you're considering a career pivot, or just curious
about what else is possible for you, it's time to make
a "you turn"—to get unstuck, discover your true self,
and thrive (not just survive) in your career.
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER Ease your
anxiety and find calm through the healing practice of
mindfulness By embracing mindfulness you can
transform your life forever, and renew your
connection to the world around you. With the simple
but powerful practices of mindfulness and meditation
you will learn to be more attentive and peaceful, so
that you can relieve stress, regulate your emotions,
and achieve focus and clarity. Mindfulness Made
Simple will give you a concise introduction to the
practice of mindfulness, with simple exercises and
practical techniques to apply mindfulness and
meditation to the obstacles in your hectic daily life.
Mindfulness Made Simple will help guide you on
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your journey to a calmer, healthier mind, with: •
Concise introduction to mindfulness and its many
psychological benefits • Step-by-step introduction to
your first meditation • 5 introductory meditations and
8 advanced meditations to deepen your practice •
Simple exercises and journal prompts to keep you
engaged • Helpful tips to help you stay motivated on
your journey to complete mindfulness • Foreword by
mindfulness expert Elisha Goldstein, Ph.D.
Mindfulness Made Simple will show you how to
soothe your mind and calm your nerves with a
practical and personalized approach to mindfulness.
As a former Buddhist monk with over 10 years of
teaching experience, Andy Puddicombe has been
acknowledged as the UK's foremost mindfulness
meditation expert. Like his readers and students, he
began his own meditation practice as a normal, busy
person with everyday concerns, and he has since
designed a program of mindfulness and guided
meditation that fits neatly into a jam-packed daily
routine-proving that just 10 minutes a day can make
a world of difference. Simple exercises, stories and
techniques culled from Andy's years of experience
will help anyone calm the chatter in their minds. The
result? More headspace, less stress. Get Some
Headspace also brings us the extraordinary science
behind this seemingly simple cure-all. This book and
practice will help readers positively impact every
area of their physical and mental health through
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mindfulness, from productivity and focus, to stress
and anxiety relief, sleep, weight-loss, personal
relationships...and the list goes on and on.
The Headspace Guide to Meditation and
MindfulnessHow Mindfulness Can Change Your Life
in Ten Minutes a DaySt. Martin's Griffin
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